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This section includes recent GCSE Maths past papers from AQA, Edexcel, Eduqas, OCR, WJEC, CCEA and the CIE
IGCSE. This section also includes SQA .

Individual and team winners and their schools, in the latter case get some money and a few minutes of fame.
There is a rich literature of books about math competitions and preparation for them, but books focusing on
the Putnam are rare. The Art of Problem Solving discussion forums include numerous threads concerning
recent Putnam competitions. The English Wikipedia entry on the Putnam competition is quite lengthy and
includes a lot of detail on historical results. This web site contains problem statements, solutions, and
competition results for recent years. Once you do a question, you can view the marking instructions for the
question, as well as a DLBMaths instructional video on the question. What is the cost? They appear here with
permission, but further redistribution is subject to copyright restrictions which I am not authorized to waive;
contact the MAA for assistance. This website uses icons from Glyphicons licensed for use with Bootstrap 3.
Each of our courses includes free, unlimited aftercare. Until , results were mailed in late March or early April.
Questions by Topic Questions from to are separated into topics. Joe Gallian maintains several pages of
information about the Putnam, including a historical summary , a database of career trajectories of Putnam
fellows , and a PDF summary of the database. As of the competition, both the original summary of results,
taken from the MAA historical Putnam results page , and old-style HTML transcriptions are provided. The
long-time moderator of the Putnam discussions, Kent Merryfield, died unexpectedly on November 27, 
Competition results up to were transcribed by hand from the printed summary of results, which was sent by
mail. This website stores cookies on your device to enhance experience and keep track of progress. This
website was inspired by the past paper question grid on AdvancedHigherMaths. The cost is dependent on the
number of days in each course. Copyright is held by the named authors, who request that you link to this page
in lieu of reproducing these solutions elsewhere. Some discussion therein is reflected in the solutions posted
here. Practise topics individually by using this feature. When do the courses take place? Full Papers Full past
papers are available from to , as well as specimen papers from , and  All courses take place at a prestigious old
school in Worplesdon, 2 miles from Guildford city centre. Refunds up to 30 days before event Event
description Description 1 day course, all exam boards covered. She is passionate about the education and
inspiration of others and as such it is all she lives, breaths and does! If your son or daughter is taking GCSE
Maths and they don't always know how to answer exam questions for full marks, this is the course for them.
What is included? All courses are run by a top Oxbridge tutor, Kathryn. All papers, marking instructions,
questions and materials are the rightful property of SQA Scottish Qualifications Authority.


